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AACT - Chemistry Solutions

Periodical | Simulations | AACT
AACT is a professional community by
and for K-12 teachers of chemistry

AACT
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Amrita
Biology lab simulations

Class 12 : Biology : Amrita Online
Lab
Class 12

OLABS
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Annenberg Center
Haber-Bosch Ammonia Plant. Thanks to "citc" @CogSciSci

Interactive: Control a Haber-Bosch
Ammonia Plant - Annenberg
Learner
This introduction to chemistry, from a
practical discipline in ancient times to
the science it is today, touches on both
major advances and discarded theories.
The contributions to atomic theory of Dalton, Proust, Lavoisier, as well
as those of the Arabic scientist, Jābir ibn Ḥayyān, who died in 803 AD,
are discussed.

ANNENBERG LEARNER
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ChemCollective

ChemCollective: Virtual Labs
The Virtual Lab is an online simulation of
a chemistry lab. It is designed to help
students link chemical computations
with authentic laboratory chemistry. The
lab allows students to select from
hundreds of standard reagents (aqueous) and manipulate them in a
manner resembling a real lab. More information and offline
downloads.

CHEMCOLLECTIVE
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CK-12 Chemistry and Physics simulations

Chemistry Simulations | CK-12
Foundation
Discover a new way of learning
Chemistry using Real World Simulations

CK12
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DataClassroom
Potato osmosis lab and other data sets for statistical analysis.

Potato Osmosis Lab -
DataClassroom
Molecules are constantly in motion as a
result of a cell's stored kinetic energy,
which causes them to bump into each
other and move in random new
directions.

DATACLASSROOM

E-L
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Fowler's Physics Applets- University of
Virgina
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Molecular Expressions: Science,
Optics, and You: Light and Color -
Interactive Java Tutorials
Interactive Java Tutorials This site is
designed as a convenient location for
visitors to view the various Java tutorials
that have been constructed to aid in the understanding of concepts in
light and color. Electron Excitation and Emission - Electrons can
absorb energy from external sources, such as lasers, arc-discharge
lamps, and tungsten-halogen bulbs, and be promoted to higher energy
levels.

FSU
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Gapminder
Big data!

Gapminder
Imagine the world as a street. All houses
are lined up by income, the poor living to
the left and the rich to the right.
Everybody else somewhere in between.
Where would you live? Would your life
look different than your neighbours' from other parts of the world, who
share the same income level?

GAPMINDER
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Glencoe
Variety of experiments. Needs Flash so will only run on Internet
Explorer on my system.

Virtual Labs Created by Glencoe
A collection of virtual labs created by
glencoe. Many of these allow students
to manipulate variables and conduct
tests that might be too dangerous or
expensive to perform in class.

BIOLOGYCORNER
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Google Sky
Astronomy

Sky
See sky in Google Earth | Help | About
Google Sky

GOOGLE
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goREACT

goREACT
not specified

MSICHICAGO
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HHMI Biointeractive virtual labs
State of the art Bioscience interactives.

Classroom Resources

HHMI BIOINTERACTIVE
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Let’s Dissect - University of Bristol

Let's dissect | Centre for Applied
Anatomy | University of Bristol
"Let's dissect" is based on the key points
from GCSE specifications and is
compatible with the major exam bodies
including AQA, OCR and EdExcel. This
interactive CDrom has everything you need to teach the heart, kidney,
and digestive system in one resource, and is a great accompaniment
or alternative to dissection.

BRISTOL
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Light & Optics -Florida State University

Molecular Expressions: Science,
Optics, and You: Light and Color -
Interactive Java Tutorials
Interactive Java Tutorials This site is
designed as a convenient location for
visitors to view the various Java tutorials
that have been constructed to aid in the understanding of concepts in
light and color. Electron Excitation and Emission - Electrons can
absorb energy from external sources, such as lasers, arc-discharge
lamps, and tungsten-halogen bulbs, and be promoted to higher energy
levels.

FSU

M-Q
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MERLOT Materials
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Material Search Results
Add a Material to MERLOT Create
Materials with Content Builder Create a
Course ePortfolio
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Mixed Reception (ChemCollective)

Mixed Reception
This activity is set in a research group
that is developing an antivenom for
spider bites. In the opening scene,
Nelson Pogline, a talented graduate
student, dies unexpectedly at a
university reception. As a detective, you must use chemistry concepts
to determine if this was murder and if so, solve the case.

CHEMCOLLECTIVE
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McGraw-Hill
Biosciences- needs Adobe Flash so run in Internet Explorer not
Chrome.

Enzyme-Controlled Reactions

MHHE
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MyScope Explore virtual electron
microscope simulator

MyScope Explore
MyScope Explore is a free, online tool
designed to make microscopy education
and outreach accessible to a global user
community, regardless of age,
educational background, or socio-
economic history. It specifically targets school-age (K-12) children and
their associated science education programs.

MYSCOPE-EXPLORE
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OpenScience Lab -O.U & the Wolfson
Foundation

The Open Science Laboratory
This online laboratory brings interactive
practical science to students anywhere
and anytime the internet is available. The
laboratory features investigations based
on on-screen instruments, remote
access experiments and virtual scenarios using real data. Several
activities are available to all, while others are available only to
registered users. Come in and look around.

OPEN
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Pearson Chemistry Simulations
Kinetic model of gases

Kinetic Molecular Theory of Gases
Chemistry Simulations : Kinetic
Molecular Theory of Gases

DBPOC
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Pearson Chemistry Simulations
Calorimetry

Calorimetry

PEARSONCMG
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Pearson Lab Bench

Pearson - The Biology Place
Pearson, as an active contributor to the
biology learning community, is pleased
to provide free access to the Classic
edition of The Biology Place to all
educators and their students.

PHSCHOOL
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PhET
Well known source with a large choice of experiments to run.
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New Sims - PhET Simulations
By converting our sims to HTML5, we
make them seamlessly available across
platforms and devices. Whether you
have laptops, iPads, chromebooks, or
BYOD, your favorite PhET sims are
always right at your fingertips.Become part of our mission today, and
transform the learning experiences of students everywhere!
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Protein Data Bank in Europe teaching
resources
Database experiments.

Teaching materials < Overview <
EMBL-EBI
PDBe training > Teaching materials
Developed with Newcastle University
School of Chemistry, these resources
support the teaching and learning of
protein structure, function and application for either student self-study
or teacher support. Explore the resources Create your own three-
dimensional model of a common cold virus from a paper template.

EBI

R-Z
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RSC Aspirin Synthesis

1644.article

EDU.RSC.ORG
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RSC Titration Primer

2077.article

EDU.RSC.ORG
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University of Reading

Virtual Experiments
Virtual Experiments are multi-
dimensional nonlinear movies of real
experiments that are web-delivered in
your ordinary browser. The user has full
control of various experimental
parameters so that he or she can carry
out the experiment on their PC just as if they were remotely controlling
the real experiment. VEs are not simulations.

READING
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SAPS
First of a set of ecology practicals.

Ecology Practical 1 - Measuring
abundance and random sampling
A simple onine ecology practical
exercise, giving students an opportunity
to practice random sampling to measure
the abundance of various different
species on an area of grassland, before they carry out practical
fieldwork. Students will look at images of quadrats, identify the plants
and measure the abundance.

SAPS
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SAPS
Molecular modelling using the RCSB database.

A-level practical skills - Molecular
Modelling
This practical activity aims to develop
students' understanding of primary,
secondary and tertiary structure of
proteins through computer protein
modelling. Computer modelling can create 3D interactive images to
support the student to visualize different interactions between amino
acids within a molecule.

SAPS
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Simulation List- University of Boston
Physics
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Simulation list
Return to main menu HTML5
Simulations Updated 4/3/2019 - 206
simulations of mine plus 4 others
Beyond physics Climate Change Vector
Addition Motion in 1 dimension Motion
in 2 dimensions Forces Circular motion
Momentum and Energy Gravitation Rotation Harmonic Motion Fluids
Heat and Thermodynamics Waves Electric charge and electric field
Electric circuits Magnetism Electromagnetic induction AC Circuits
Electromagnetic waves Geometrical Optics - Reflection and mirrors
Geometrical Optics - Refraction and lenses Interference and
Diffraction Quantum and Nuclear physics Advanced (or other) topics
External links The counter has been running on this page since 8-8-
2018.
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Sunflower for Science
Normally by subscription Thanks to Esther Haydock @CogSciSci

Take the Tour - Sunflower for
Science
There are often times when science is
about things that are too small, too big,
too dangerous too abstract or just too
weird for students to grasp easily. This is
where Sunflower for Science helps.

SUNFLOWER LEARNING
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Virtual Physics Lab
Thank you to Tom Wheeler @CogSciSci

VPLab | The Virtual Physics
Laboratory
The Virtual Physical Laboratory is a suite
of 370 interactive physics simulations.
The resource is versatile and flexible,
evidenced by the fact that it is being
used in over 15 countries across 5
continents. It is being implemented in top class international institutes
as well as in poorly resourced schools in third world countries.

NDO
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Virtual Pond Dip

A virtual pond dip
A Virtual Pond Dip Take a dip in the jar to
learn about some common types of
smaller pond life, with links toMicscape
Magazine resources. T he tiny
organisms found in pond water are
fascinating subjects to study under the microscope, and can captivate
both beginners and experienced microscopists for a lifetime!

MICROSCOPY-UK
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UCL
Biosciences 

Untitled Document

UCL
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Zooniverse
Plethora of citizen science experiments to carry out.

Zooniverse
The Zooniverse is the world's largest and
most popular platform for people-
powered research.

ZOONIVERSE
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